
SAUSAGED AT 

SCRUBBER‘S  RUN 2160 

Information gleaned from confidential & trusted journalistic sources 

 

      Once again lured to Chef Scrubber’s Run with promises of orgasmic, 

gastronomic delights, the BNH3 pack ventured to picturesque Chez Spot at Lawnton 

Lawns. Believing the hype, Sherbet and your esteemed author hauled in the BNH3 

Royal dinnerware and silverware from the car park 2 km from the venue to help 

prepare for the feast. 

Called to attention and ready to brave any exercise to drum up a sensible 

appetite for the imminent 3 course dinner, Scrubber then sent the pack out onto the 

cold, hard, local streets. 

The circle started with Smooth Ride getting the honour of stating the run 

number (2160 ..TICK…correct) because she was the last to stop talking after His 

Excremency the GM called the circle to attention.  

Wheelbarra voted the run 10/10 but quietly in an aside whisper admitted that 

he only did about 2 km of it. Dangles said he would award the walk 6.9/10, but had 

deducted .1 because he didn’t fall over in the dark. Strange fellow. Well, that is what 

I thought he said. 

Wheelbarra, Dangles, Scrubber and the Spots were called forward to explain 

their absences …..blah, blah, blah …usual drivelling excuses. 

Charges 

Heart Starter was called forward as she has done 181 runs (congratulations) 

which is a metric 69. 

ET was again in trouble for coveting the GM’s chair, but her criminal offending 

has escalated to trying to steal the GM’s car because the said chair was in it. 

Heart Starter, Overproof and Sherbet were called in for organising such a 

great weekend camping trip. The camping trip is now a permanent fixture on the 

BNH3 calendar and everyone is encouraged to support it next year. Off yer asses ya 

fat lazy bastads  …. Did I actually just say that? 

10 Fingers charged Wheelbarra for wearing a priest’s clerical collar. 

Staggeringly, for once his charge stuck and was not reversed. 

Singapore Sling was charged for whinging about ET mixing up his and her 

Hash shirts after she washed them.  We can’t wait to see Singas in ET’s bra and 

knickers at some later date. 

 



RA stand in Chunda charges 

Chunda charged Dog with dangerous driving whilst in charge of a 

kennel.  This probably was related to Dog attempting to make a U Turn over a large 

ditch with the Love Cubby attached to the back of his vehicle. Dog said he only had 

15 hours of repairs to the rear of the caravan when he got home from the camping 

trip. 

            Chunda then charged Singapore Sling, who after Chunda had carefully and 

lovingly guided him to his high-rise camping accommodation, AND having taken his 

shoes for him, observed that Singas then sent ET back to the Drinking Den to 

retrieve his book so he could read in bed 

            Chunda, having told 10 Fingers on the walk on the Camping weekend that 10 

needed a walking stick, charged 10 for finally acknowledging that he not only needed 

a stick but now had one. 

            The author wishes to say that for the 100th time the promised Scrubber 

culinary delight night turned into sausages and bread, though salad and a choice of 

beef or pork sausages were on offer.  Perhaps next time ……?? 

The 2019 BNHHH Annual Golf Day was held on Sunday 29 October.  There were 9 

starters after Floater failed to recover from the English victory over Australia in the 

rugby union. The author is, at this time, unsure if Floater is actually alive as Flower 

said he was definitely on his last legs at 8.00 am Sunday morning. 

Those who attended seemed to enjoy themselves although Pbo was summonsed 

home before the bbq. Yeah, right. More sausages and bread. With beer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



*****  In the results below the author is unable to identify who the Struck Duck is but 

would hazard a guess that it was a famous politician, hoping to avoid recognition for 

keeping straight and honest company for a change.  

 

The results are given below: 

Player Group Score Ranking Comment 

Daggs 1 45 1 
Gun Golfer & Big Stick on putt off 

from Wbarra 

W'barra 1 45 2 Dead-eye-doer 

Tail 2 46 3 
 

Hoppoate 3 48 4 Golfing Gorilla 

Pram 1 48 4 
Average Golfer on putt off from 

Hoppoate 

Abbo 3 51 6 
 

Pbo 3 57 7 
 

Struck 

Duck 2 61 8 
Barry Mann Memorial Trophy - on 

putt off from Pbo 

Flower 2 70 9 Bradman 

 

The 2020 BNHHH Annual Golf Day is likely to be held late in the year, though the 

author would humbly request that earlier would be cooler. 

 

Next week’s run 2161 is Rabbi and Smooth Ride at Sandgate  

 


